Variable errors set a limit to adaptation.
This paper argues that variable error introduces a limit to the extent to which a person can be adapted to his or her environment in general, and for the extent to which the driver can be adapted to the traffic environment in particular. This is because variable error turns what is a deterministic and stable world into an uncertain one where it is only possible to be adapted in a statistical sense. A series of experiments are then discussed. These experiments show that drivers match their utilization of perceptual information to the validity of this information, i.e., they treat uncertainty introduced by variable error in the perceptual system in the same manner as they treat uncertainty in the physical system. This supports the main hypothesis of the paper. A driver may mitigate the effects of variable error by having a safety margin, but the relation between speeds and accident rates (predicted from the current hypothesis) shows that this adaptation is not effective enough. Safety authorities may mitigate the effects of variable error by decreasing the variability of the driving environment, e.g., by introducing speed limits.